
   
 
 
 
 
 

 LOOK BEFORE YOU LEAP!   
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Before accepting a job offer be sure you clearly understand the job title, duties, salary, benefits, 
hours, probation period, provisions for training and advancement, supervisors, and lines of 
authority. 

 

• Get agreements in writing and try to ensure 
that you will be paid for materials, equipment 
and labour costs as you go. 

• Remember that as your own employer you are 
not eligible for such items as employment 
insurance (EI). 

• Also, remember that you will need to set aside 
money for income tax and pension needs as 
well as a cushion for those times in between 
contracts. 

 
• Decide on what you are willing to donate in 

terms of time and duties. Indicate these facts  
to your employer. 

• Keep enough time for a continuing job search 
and your own personal needs. Set clear, fair 
limits so that you can be positive. 

• Expect to act and be treated like a paid 
employee. 

 
Be professional by treating this subject with calmness and confidence. How you negotiate the salary will affect 
your future relationship with the employer. Understand that employers want to be competitive in the salaries they 
offer and are not always trying to get their employees for the least salary possible. 
 
The five top errors in salary negotiations which result in lost opportunities or lower salaries are: 
• Failure to prepare a salary range and prepare for salary negotiation. Prematurely talking about salary prior to 

the offer. 
• Only discussing the gross salary figure without consideration of benefits. Quickly accepting an initial offer (even 

when higher than expected) Being deceptive with employers during negotiation. 

Be prepared: 
• Know your worth 
• Know your salary range with solid research (10‐15% range)  
• Know your salary/benefit goal 
 
During the interview process let the employer be the one to address the salary subject first. Only bring up 
salary when a job offer is given without a clear salary included in the offer. 

Always get the job offer, contracts and details in writing. Request time (24‐48 hours) to think about the offer 
and discuss it with your family. 

 

If you are acting as a free‐lance consultant, 
contractor or sub‐contractor: 
 

If you have chosen to volunteer your time in 
return for training, work experience or other 
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